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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018011730A1] Reversibly modular elastic cutter (100) for producing sausages, constituted by a first element (10) and a second element
(20), said first element (10) constituted by a sharp profile (11) and two larger bending arms (12-12') provided with a convexity (13-13'), and with two
concavities (14-14') between the sharp profile (11) and the proximal end of the larger bending arms (12-12'); said second element (20) constituted
by a sharp profile (21) and two smaller bending arms (22-22') provided with a convexity (23-23'), and with two concavities (24-24') between the
sharp profile (21) and the proximal end of the smaller bending arms (22-22'); said elements (10, 20) being suitable to be engaged in an assembled
configuration in which the convexities (13-13') of the larger bending arms (12-12') are lodged in the concavities (24-24') and convexities (23-23') are
lodged in the concavities (14-14'); said first assembled configuration, conferring a predetermined tensional load to the larger (12-12') and smaller
(22-22') bending arms; said cutter (100) being in assembled configuration that can be inserted into a seat (205) arranged on the cutter holder (200);
said cutter (100) also being susceptible to take a disassembled configuration, when removed from said cutter holder (200), in which the first element
(10) and the second element (20) are separated.
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